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The p-adic group ring Z,(G) of a finite p-group G is studied. It is proved that 
G (modulo 1 G I) is a maximal group of exponent a divisor of I G 1 contained 
in the unit group of Z,(G) modulo 1 G j2. Two Maranda-type theorems are 
proved. It is further proved that finite metabelian p-groups are characterised by 
their p-adic group rings. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the isomorphism problem of group rings of finite 
p-groups over 2, , the ring ofp-adic integers. Let us denote by Z,(G) and 
U,(G), the group ring of G over Z, and the group of units of Z,(G)/(p”), 
respectively. We prove that modulo p”“, G, is a maximal group of 
exponent dividing pm (the order of G) contained in U,,(G). It is 
also proved that G is a maximal finite p-subgroup of the unit group 
of Z,(G). Two Maranda-type theorems [l] are proved in Section 4. 
In the next section we prove that for a p-group G, Z,(G) E Z,(H) implies 
Zi(G) ? Zi(H) for i = 1,2. Here Zi(G) denotes the ith center of G. 
It is further proved that finite metabelian p-groups are characterized by 
their p-adic group rings. The corresponding results for integral group 
rings are well known (see [2] and [3]). In Section 6 we prove that finite 
abelian p-groups are characterized by their group algebras over Q, , the 
p-adic number field (see [4] and [5] for the corresponding result for 
rational group algebras). This follows from the more general result that if 
the nth cyclotomic polynomial is irreducible over a field F and F(G) N F(H), 
where G is an abelian group of order n, then G E H. The group G, unless 
otherwise stated, will denote a finite p-group throughout this note. 
We are indebted to Dr. T. Kodama for a useful discussion in connection 
with Lemma 1. 
*This work was supported by N. R. C. Grant No. A-5300. 
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2. SOME LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. Suppose qi , 1 < i < pn, are some pm-th roots of unity such 
that 
Dn 
C yi = Pa, for some 0 # a E Z, . 
Then 
Proof. Let fi be a primitive pith root of unity. Consider the tower of 
fields 
p, = k, c k,([,) = k, c ... c ko(f,,-1) = km-1 C M&n) = km . 
Due to the irreducibility of the p”th cyclotomic polynomial over Q2, we 
can say that 
(ki : k,-l) = p for I<i<m and (k, : k,) = p - 1. 
The irreducible polynomial of ti over ki-1 is 
Xp - (f-1 for i> 1 and a+--l + xpe2 + *.* + 1 for i=l. 
Denoting the trace function of ki over ki_l by Ti we have 
pn+la = T,,(p”a) = p mi vi, 
i=l 
where q1 ,..., Q, are the qi’s in k,-, . Thus p”a = C& vi . Repeating this 
argument we conclude that 
%-1 
p”a = C qi. 
i=l 
Here, the sum on the right contains only the qi’s in k, . Now we have, 
P”(P - 1) a = TlW4 = KP - 1) - Y = PP - @ + 19, (*) 
where /? is the number of rli’s in k, and y is their number in k, - k, . It 
follows that a is a rational number and hence a rational integer as p”a is an 
algebraic integer. Since (/3 + r) < pn we conclude from (*) that /3 = p” 
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and a = &I. The lemma now follows from the fact that the only p”th 
roots of unity in Q, are *I. 
LEMMA 2. /J’ the lath cyclotomic polynomial is irreducible over a jield F 
then (F(td : 6 = d(m),f or any divisor m qf’n. Here, E,, is a primitive nzth 
root of unity. 
Proof. For any prime p, 
Therefore, 
which implies that 
and thus 
LEMMA 3. Suppose the n-th cvclotomic polynomial is irreducible over F. 
Then for any divisors i, j of n, 
F(‘J = F(.$j) * i = 1; 1: yf2 
if’ j is odd, 
if’j is even. 
Proof. Let W be the cyclic group of all nth roots of unity in F(ti). Then 
i divides I the order of W. Moreover, F(f2) = F(fJ and 4(I) = d(i). From 
this it follows that I = i if i is even and I = i or 2i if i is odd. The lemma 
now follows. 
3. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF G 
PROPOSITION 1. Let y = a.e + xefs a,g, a # 0 be an element of Z,(G) 
such that yPm = 1. Then y = *l. 
Proof. Suppose j G 1 = p”. Taking trace of y in the regular representa- 
tion we have 
p”a = Trace(y) = ‘$ vi, 
i=l 
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where, vi are eigenvalues of y and hence pnth roots of unity. It follows, 
from Lemma 1 that vl = Q = ... = qDn = &I and y = fl. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose Z,(G) N Z,(H). Then Z,(G) N Z,(H). 
Proof. Let y be an element of the center of Z,(G) such that yp” = 1. 
Then by the last proposition, y = -J-g, g E Z,(G). Thus &Z,(G) N &Z,(H) 
and hence Z,(G) N Z,(H). 
THEOREM 2. G or &G is a maximaljnite p-subgroup of the unit group 
of Z,(G) according asp is odd or even. 
Proof. Let (G, y) be a finite p-group. Write y = C aigi with a, # 0. 
Then yg;’ = a,e + &1 aigi E (G, y) and by Proposition 1, yg;l = f 1. 
Hence y = fg, , g, E G. Now we have only to remark that y can be 
equal to -g, only if p is even and the proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose y is an element of Z,,(G) such that 
yp’ = 1 (mod p”) forsome 0 <s <m. 
Then there exists an element p of Z,(G) such that 
p = y (mod pm) and pa = 1. 
Proof. It will suffice to construct a sequence {yi} of elements of Z,(G) 
such that 
1. yi+l G yi (mod pm+i) 
and 
2. y:” = 1 (modp2m+i), 
because p = Iti+m yi is then the required element. 
Let yO = y and suppose yi is already constructed and we will construct 
yi+l . We have 
yf” = 1 + p2m+q 
and thus yi is invertible and commutes with & . Letting 
we find that 
Yi+l = Yi - P Bmti--syi--P”+lgi , 
(yi+l)Pg s 1 + p2m+iai - p2m+iSi (mod p4m+2i--2s+l) 
z 1 (modp*m+i+l). 
The sequence (yi} is thus constructed and the proposition proved. 
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THEOREM 3. Let G be a group of order pm. Let iJzm(G) be the group of 
units of Z,(G)/(p2”). Then module p”‘, G (or & G) is a maximal group whose 
exponent is a divisor of pm and is contained in U,,(G). 
Proof. Let 7 E U,,(G) be such that (‘y, G)p” = 1. Write y = C a,gi 
with, say, a, + 0 (modp). Then 
Ml = yl=w+ c bigi 
s<+e 
and ylpm E 1 (modpzm). By the last proposition, there exists a p E Z,(G) 
such that 
I-L = ~1 (mod P”) and pp”‘= 1. 
But then by Proposition 1, p = f 1. Thus y1 = f 1 + p”S and 
y = *g, +p%. The theorem is proved. 
4. MARANDA-TYPE THEOREMS 
The following two theorems are in the spirit of the well known theorems 
due to Maranda [l]. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a group of order n = pms, where (p, s) = 1. 
Suppose t!l : Z,(G) + Z,(H) is an isomorphism mod pam+l. Then 
Z,(G) = Z,(H). 
Proox We construct by induction a sequence of maps gi : G + Z,(H) 
such that 
1. g4xy) = &) giW(mod P~~+~), 
and 
2. g,+l(x) G gi(x)(mod pR+i). 
Let g, = 6’ and suppose gi is defined for i 2 1 and we will define gi+l Let 
G act on Z,(H) rnod~~“+~ by x * 01 = g,(x) (Y and cy. x = ag@) for x E G 
and 01 E Z,(H). Write 
Then, 
fCx2 Y) = giCxY) - giCx) gi(Y) = Pzn’+‘$(X9 V)* 
(mx, Y, 4 = MY, z) - f(XY, z) + fk YZ) - f(x, Y) z = 0. 
Thusf and therefore /3 is a 2-cocycle, i.e., p E Z2(G, Z,(H)/(p2”+i)). Now, 
sincep3 . H2(G, Z,(H)/(pzm+*)) = 0 (see [6]), we havepmsfl = 81 for some 
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h E C1(G,Z,(H)/(p2”+i)). We regard X as a map G -+ Z,(H) defined modulo 
p2m+i and set 
gi+dx> = g,(x) + pm+W). 
Then, 
gi+dxY) = gi(xY> + Pm+wxY) 
= gc(x) g*(y) + P’n+i(w(x, Y) + P”+wY) 
= &(X1 g,(y) + Pnz+ygi(x) xv) - XXY) + w g&Y) + Xxv)) 
= g&x) gdy) + p*+itgitx) 4~) + Xx) gh>)(mod P~~+~$) 
and 
gi+&) gt+l(y) = (g,(x) + pm+tW)ki(v) + pm+Wr>Xmod P~~+‘~) 
= gdx) gh) + pYgM WY) + W gity))tmod P~~+~;). 
Thus, 
Now let g(x) = Iti+m g,(x). Then g(xy) = g(x) g(y) for all x, y E G. The 
homomorphism g : G + Z,(H) is an isomorphism as 8 is one to one. Now 
we conclude by linear extension that Z,(G) N Z,(H). 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a group of order p”s,(p, s) = 1 such that 
Z,(G) = Z,(H) and yGy-’ = H (modp”+‘) for some y E Z,(G). Then there 
is a TV E Z,(G) such that ,uGp-’ = H. 
ProoJ: For x E G, yxy-l = h, (modpm+l) for a unique element h, of 
H. We can let G act on Z,(H) on the right by ordinary multiplication and 
on the left by x . OL = h, - a: for x E G, cx E Z,(H). Write 
e(x) = yx - h,y . 
Then 
4~: Y) = yxy - h,,y = (YX - ha) Y + h&v - by) = Cd . Y + x * B(Y). 
Thus 0 E Z’(G, Z,(H)). We know that 
e(x) = yx - h,y = p”+‘h(x) = p *prns s(x). 
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Since 0 is I-cocycle, so is 6. Now p?“sS E Bl(G, Z,(H)) (see [6]). Therefore 
pms8 =- ?a, a E G. We have 
ty -pa) x - h,(y - pa) = (ys -- h,,y) -- p(as - ka) 
=pc?a - pi;‘a 
Z 0. 
Thus (y -pa) x = II&I -pa) and since (y - pa) is invertible in Z,(G) 
the proof is complete. 
5. GROUP RINGS OF METABELIAN GROUPS 
In this section we prove that if two metabelianp-groups have isomorphic 
p-adic group rings then the groups are isomorphic. After Lemma 1 and 
Lemma 4 are known the proof closely parallels the one for integral group 
rings (see [2, 31) and so we will be brief. For a normal subgroup A of G 
denote by O(G, A) = d(A) the kernel of the natural map Z,(G) + 
Z,(G/A). Also we write R for Z,(G). 
LEMMA 4. Suppose g - 1 E (O(G)2 + p”“R) where g E G andp’” = 1 G / . 
Then g E G’ the derived group of G. 
Proof: Let us first suppose that G is abelian and that {g, ,..., gr} is a 
basis of G. Let g = Hi g,“i . Since g - 1 = xi ai(gi - 1) mod(d(G))2, we 
have xi a,(g< - 1) f (O(G)2 + p”R). Therefore 
xai(gi - 1) = zx(g”l’ *.. 5 - I)(& .‘* g”,? - 1) (mod pmR), 
x E R. (*) 
Extend the endomorphism yj : gi + gp of G to R. Applying this to both 
sides of (*) we obtain 
Therefore, 
where 
(aj - y)kj - 1) = P” 6 
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Suppose ai # 0, then (uj - y) # 0 as the sum of coefficients of y is zero. 
It follows that 
where 
Thus 
aj - y = (1 + gj + ..a + g?-‘)z + p”X, 
nj = o(gj), z E z, 9 h E R. 
Uj = Z??j + pmC, 
where c is the sum of coefficients of h; hence 
aj = lzj(Z + p”c). 
Since uj is a rational integer and (z + p”c) is a p-adic integer it follows 
that (z + pet) is a rational integer. Thus g = 1. When G is not abelian 
we have only to project on G’ to complete the proof. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose Z,(G) N Z,(H) where G is a metubliun group of 
pm elements. Then G N H. 
Proof: Let 0 : Z,(G) -+ Z,(H) be the isomorphism. We can suppose 
without loss of generality as in [l] that 0(g) has sum of coefficients equal 
to one for all g E G. Also, 
Z,(G/G’) c+ Z,(G)/d(G’) II Z,(H)/d(H’) rzz Z,(H/H’). 
Let B(g) = y. Then yH’ = hH’ for h E H, i.e., y - h E d(H). Thus 
y - h = 6, + pm& where 6 ,, , 8, E d(H’) and 6, has integral coefficients. 
Now we can conclude (as in [2] and [3]) that 
y = h, mod(d(H) . d(H’) + p”R), h, E H. 
It follows from Lemma 4 as in the integral case that h, is unique and that 
g + h, gives an isomorphism of G onto H. 
Actually the above arguments also give the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose Z,(G) ‘v Z,(H) for a p-group G. Then 
-G(G) = -GW>. 
6. ABELIAN GROUP RINGS 
THEOREM 8. Let k be afield such that (k([,) : k) = 4(n), where 5, is a 
primitive nth root of unity. Then for any ubeliun group G of order n, 
k(G) N k(H) imp&es that G N H. 
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Proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that the characteristic 
of k does not divide IZ because if it did, it will be two and IZ = 2m, 
(2, m) = 1. Then G = i;g, x G, , H = (h) x HI where g2 = 1, h2 = 1 
and k(G,) N k(H,). In [4] it is shown that 
d/n 
where the sum is direct, a,k(&) denotes ad copies of k(&) and a,(&,) : k) 
equals the number of elements of order din G. Similarly 
Let nd and md be the number of elements of order din G and H respectively. 
Since k(,$& = k if and only if d = 1 or 2, we have n2 = m2 . For (Y > 1, 
k(tza) = k(fd) if and only if d = 2w, and therefore nza = mza . For an odd 
prime p, k(e,,) = k&) if and only if d = p” or 2~“. Therefore 
b,, + bfpE = apa + aZpoi 
= (nDa + n,,J/9W 
= n,dl + n,>/dW). 
Thus n,- = m,, . Hence G, the p-sylow group of G is isomorphic to H, 
the p-sylow group of H and G N H. 
COROLLARY. Let Q, be the field of p-adic numbers and G an abelian 
p-group. Then Q,(G) N Q,(H) implies that G N H. 
Added in Proof. We have learnt that Theorem 5 has been obtained for p-groups 
by A. R. Rossa (Sibirskii Mat. Zhur. 9 (1968), 220-222). 
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